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INTRODUCTION

Today’s
businesses
cannot
achieve the competitive edge
they need to thrive without
taking action in digital space.
Having a good plan—and then
executing it—is imperative for
success.
There is so much buzz and noise.
With new things and channels
of communication coming out
every single day, making the
right marketing decisions is
much more challenging.
When it comes to focusing on
the basics of the business, it
can often be hard for leaders
to get back to the business
basics amidst the bombardment
of information that tries to
entice business owners, C-level
executives, and other decision

makers to “try this new method
of advertising.”
Before they know it, they end up
overextending themselves trying
to reach too far to keep up with
all the new information they are
presented with or let their brand
fall behind by procrastinating.
We closely collaborate with
diverse range of clients, helping
them block the noise (things
that do not matter) and grow
businesses by incorporating
proven strategies with clients’
goals and core principles in
mind.
I invite you to familiarize yourself
with the agency overview where
we pull back a curtain and reveal
what INCORE has to offer

Tomasz Banas,
Founder & CEO of INCORE

EMAIL: TOM@INCORE.COM / PHONE: (732) 654-0004 / FAX: (732) 654-0014

WE’RE
INCORE
DIGITAL AGENCY
The name INCORE is based on the concept
of the core—the most central part of
something. At our digital marketing agency,
passion is at the core of all we do.
We bring fresh ideas, enthusiasm,
technology, and other tools to the creative
table to produce something special. We
believe that the right team of people, with
the right set of skills, passion, talent, and
enormous hunger for growth is an essential
and foundational core of every success.
By collaborating in a team of people with
this mindset—where everyone does what
he or she loves, where hobbies became
specialties—we are able to provide
outstanding outcomes. This blend of
business and creativity has driven us for
years, and it is our driving force to shape a
better future.
There are plenty of digital marketing
agencies out there, but expertise is what sets
them apart.

HIRED FOR EXPERTISE,
NOT SERVICE
We create multi-dimensional marketing
campaigns that garner attention while
delivering quantifiable results.
We partner with diverse range of businesses
and organizations in New Jersey, New York,
and throughout the nation to devise ideas
and see them come to life by incorporating
proven marketing strategies and engaging
communication concepts. To us, each
project is a new adventure—and we just love
a good journey.
Our objective is to change the way companies
think about messaging and connect them
with customers like never before.
From conceptualization to launch and
beyond, INCORE’s proficiency remains
unrivaled so our clients always excel.
And we’d like you to be our next success
story. Let’s discover new possibilities and
opportunities!

“We have already made
back our investment
with the new business the
site has generated (...)”
EVAN BUCKALEW
COAST MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.

TOMASZ
BANAS

Founder & CEO
An entrepreneur with an eye
for good design and advocate of simplicity. He brings
a fresh strategy and approach
to every project and plays an
integral role in clients’ accomplishments through collaboration and close integration. Through his hands-on
experience in technology and
marketing, he ensures user
experiences and technology
are on the leading edge.

PAUL
POTURALSKI
Team Leader

Ensuring accomplishing projects effectively, efficiently
and on time is Paul’s domain.
He balances 10,000 feet view
and detail oriented approach
to tie offered solutions and
project results to business
goals. As he says, “Excitement
of leading a team of creative
individuals to achieve business objectives is, in its own
unique way, addicting!”

MARK
DZIOK

REMY
ROGALA

Digital marketing leader, an
entrepreneurial spirit developing cutting-edge digital
marketing strategies. Marek
has a successful track record
in expending brands’ reach
and makes sure that executives are happy with ROIs.
Experienced in development
and implementation of enterprise strategies resulting in
numerous market successes.

Remek is the art director that
helps businesses throughout
the nation to cultivate fresh
ideas. He was involved in
many creations for Fortune
500 companies including
multiple projects for Microsoft. He has nearly a decade of
experience designing printed
and digital materials. Known
for his experimental yet simplistic approach.

Marketing Strategist

Art Director

MICHAEL
PASTERNAK
Lead Developer

Michal applies a holistic approach to code theory, practice and appreciation. Through this, he is
well-rounded in a variety of
facets pertaining to web development. He is responsible
for planning and execution
of everything related to web
development
environment
and connects all the moving
pieces together.
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APPROACH

DISCOVERY

- Define Identity

A brand is simply an organization with a personality. The fundamental idea
behind the brand is that in
everything the organization
does, everything it owns,
and everything it produces
should project a clear idea of
what it is and what its aims
are.
At INCORE, we get to the
core of the brands we represent. To do this, it begins

with a dynamic, interactive
discovery process that incorporates insights on our
client’s industry and organization, involving key members of their own team. This
collaborative work session
is when we strategize and
dream together. Once defined, we can go to work to
come up with the messaging
concepts necessary to convey everything a brand has
to offer.

APPROACH

CREATIVE

- Establish Communication
Once a brand is defined, the
next step is to start the creative process. This involves
developing forms of communication that will convey
the brand’s identity clearly,
concisely and compellingly.
These concepts pass through
a series of internal critiques
before we narrow down to
the most compelling options. We then present crea-

tive messaging concepts and
refine ideas to perfection.
In devising a message, we
focus on any uncertainties
associated with the strategy
and plan, so the campaign is
even better poised for success. The result is a targeted
campaign that’s creatively
presented for maximum impact—and tangible results.

APPROACH

EXECUTION

- Make It Happen

The stage is set for marketing success: We know the
brand inside and out, we
have a marketing strategy
and we have established a
comprehensive plan. Now is
the time to execute it.

delivering it to a targeted
audience in ways they respond to, in a way they truly
engage with. We use the latest innovations and trends
to deliver this message in
the very best way.

Because each initiative and
client is unique, we do this
using a custom approach.
That means creating one-ofa-kind designs and impactful content. It also means

Whichever means are used
to launch the campaign,
they are done so thoughtfully. No task is left incomplete
as we deliver on what we
promised.

APPROACH

EXPANSION

- Explore Possibilities
After careful execution, we
deploy the tools to gauge the
results of our efforts so client can see the results. It is
a data-driven world, and we
make the most of these important insights to improve
business and get the most
from client’s marketing investment.
This involves more than just
collecting data—it includes
absorbing reactions and
monitoring feedback. What
mediums work best? Where
can we tweak our approach?

What avenues work best
so to maximize marketing
spend? These are all part of
our follow-up actions that
ensure a client receives the
most from their investment.
Marketing campaigns are
never static; the best ones
evolve as new insights are
discovered and fresh delivery platforms emerge.
INCORE evolves with each
client as a true marketing
partner...now and in the future.

ALREADY
TRUSTED BY

Whether defining a company’s brand or deploying
the tools to market it, INCORE originates alluring
promotional platforms that drive results. We closely
collaborate with a diverse range of clients throughout
the nation.

AWARDS
& RECOGNITION

Being judged by our peers and ranked among the best in the industry is truly an honor. For details visit www.incore.com/awards

EXPERTISE
Hired for expertise, not service

STRATEGY & RESEARCH

DESIGN & UX

TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT

ONLINE MARKETING

EXPERTISE

STRATEGY & RESEARCH
Without taking action,
today’s businesses cannot
achieve the competitive
edge they need to thrive.
Naturally, having a good
plan—and then executing
it—is a key component to
success. Taking time to devise strategy and determining how to implement this
plan are such critical steps.
We believe so strongly in
this pivotal step that we
devote just as much energy
into the planning process as
creative practices. Achieving outstanding results involves much more than design, function and content.
Retained agency needs to
define and understand the
objective of the project,
align it with a brand, equip

it with measurement tools,
originate it with customers in mind, and formulate
it to evolve as a company
grows. Then, it needs to
flow seamlessly with other
components of an marketing strategy.
INCORE ties together all
aspects of digital marketing
to originate a unified platform that produces results,
improves the customer experience and provides the
metrics to gauge outcomes
for long-term success.

Tomasz
Banas

•

Insight Driven Strategy

•

Search Engine Marketing
Strategy

•

Social Media Strategy

•

Persona Development

•

Competitive / Comparative
Analysis

•

Digital Content Strategy

•

Communication Strategy

•

Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) Strategy

•

Goal Setting

•

Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) Measurement

Founder & CEO

EXPERTISE

DESIGN & UX
•

Website Design

•

Responsive Web Design (RWD)

•

Branding & Identity Design

•

Interface Design

•

E-mail Design

•

Business Collateral Design

•

Print Design

•

Mobile App Design

•

Information Architecture

•

Video Production

•

Style Guides

•

Usability Testing

•

Packaging Design

•

Wireframing & Prototyping

•

A/B & Multivariate Testing

•

Infographic(s) Design

•

Data Visualization

•

Presentation Design

•

Storytelling

and message can be in place,
but a customer-centric approach ensures that design
and technology can blend
in a way that builds an audience…and a brand.
Creating an immersive User
Experience involves defining and portraying an image. It expresses a message,
verifies brand’s credibility,
connects target prospects,
motivates buyers, and cultivates customer loyalty.
Everything needs to be intuitive, interactive and most
of all, easy.
When everything comes
together in a marketing
campaign, it must center
around the user experience. A strategy, concept

Today’s leading brands are
more than an eye-catchy
logo or a tagline; they exude
a feeling or emotion and reinforce connections.
INCORE’s team members
come together to ensure this
fluid mix of design, connection, technology, and vision
is precisely executed. In doing so, companies attain or
surpass their objectives.

Remy
Rogala

Art Director

EXPERTISE

TECHNOLOGY
& DEVELOPMENT
Technology is invisible part
of well-oiled machine and
essential to create an incredible product. A great user
experience (UX) is not solely
achieved by what we see (i.e.
design), but also closely correlated with technology used
to develop it. Seamless tech-

Paul
Poturalski

Team Leader

nology may seem automatic,
but we deploy a very human
approach to ensure it functions flawlessly.
At INCORE, we support
wide spectrum of technologies. The team is constantly
expanding the knowledge;

innovating, researching and
developing the next best
thing; always up on the latest technologies, platforms,
and devices that are so vital
to marketing success.

•

Web Development

•

E-Commerce

•

Content Management System

•

Online Payment Integration

•

Web Hosting

•

iOS App Development

•

Android App Development

•

Google Apps for Business

•

Quality Assurance

•

Social Media Integration

•

API Integration

•

Web Application Development

•

Website Performance
Optimization

•

Databases

•

Data Processing

EXPERTISE

ONLINE
MARKETING
Marketing is the process of
communicating the value of
a product or service to customers. One that incorporates creativity, insights, authenticity, and technology

Mark
Dziok

Online Marketing Strategist

can achieve a success by getting attention and engaging
with customers.

to tailor marketing initiatives so they attain goals and
stay true to a brand.

Being online, or simply having a website is not enough.
To be truly effective leveraging the power of unique
content, search engine
marketing, social media,
inbound marketing, and automation is necessary and
allows to cultivate a truly
captive audience. Companies need to use communication channels holistically

Monitoring online activities is key to derive insights
and make educated business
decisions. Using key performance indicators, it is possible to grasp the effect of
marketing efforts and refine
them for improved results.

•

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

•

Competition Analysis

•

Content Creation

•

Social Media Marketing (SMM)

•

Marketing Campaigns

•

Reputation Management

•

Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

•

Mobile Marketing

•

Employee Communication Guidelines

•

Content Marketing

•

E-mail Marketing

•

Campaign Analytics

•

Conversion Optimization

•

Event Marketing

•

Monitoring & Reporting

WORKS
Each project is a new adventure. Join us and see our journey through the prism of selected
projects where we share some of our clients’ challenges, objectives, and solutions.

WORKS

FREEWAY WAREHOUSE
Warehousing, distribution, and transportation.

Freeway Warehouse offers warehousing, distribution
and transportation services of various commodities.
The company’s New Jersey location and easy access to
freeways, ports and airports enables it to effectively serve
businesses in the New York-New Jersey-Philadelphia
area, as well as in other states and countries. With its
multiple facilities, own trucking system, trained staff,
computerized equipment, and logistics flexibility,
Freeway Warehouse provides convenience, quality
service, and order customization to fit any need and
accomplish any goal. The company guarantees safety of
all materials and accommodation of all distribution and
transportation requirements at a competitive rate.
INCORE launched Freeway Warehouse’s website,
establishing its presence in the digital world. Our aim
was to illustrate an image of a convenient and efficient
supply chain management service. We wanted the
viewers to experience how worry-free their storage,
transportation and distribution processes can be, thus
trust Freeway Warehouse and put their own needs in
the company’s hands.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/FREEWAYWAREHOUSE

WORKS

BANK ADMINISTRATION INSTITUTE
Advancing a culture of compliance and professional development.

As a financial services association, BAI
has been providing its industry with
balanced research, education, and
intelligence for more than 85 years.
With its modern thinking, BAI’s main

CASE STUDY:

goal is to let the industry connect,
learn, and grow. It is a trusted source
of immaculate compliance training,
strategic planning, and financial
principles development.

Trusted by over

We provide over

Over

1500

250

85

financial institutions

Courses

years of experience

WWW.INC.RE/BAIL&D

WORKS

BANK ADMINISTRATION INSTITUTE
Advancing a culture of compliance and professional development.

OBJECTIVE

SOLUTION

With BAI Learning & Development, our intention was
to allow visitors to gain a vivid understanding of BAI’s
mission, goals, and available training. We aimed to
respond to the increase of mobile device users and their
particular needs. Our goal was to reflect the excellence
of BAI’s solutions and services and to promote the
company as a thought-pioneering financial industry
leader. In addition, our objective was to make the L&D’s
site consistent with the existing corporate website and
adapt new branding at the same time, creating a smooth
viewing experience.

Thanks to a close collaboration during the discovery
phase, we found successful solutions that elevated BAI’s
effectiveness. We utilized RWD to support mobile
devices, thus significantly improving user experience.
Our team incorporated the existing color palette into
the new website, while keeping the mother company’s
website pattern intact. With newly designed website
navigation and information architecture, we presented a
clear arrangement of existing products. By improving its
user experience and providing a call to action (CTA), we
enabled the site to boost its conversion rates. The website
is now flexible and destined to evolve with the business.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/BAIL&D

WORKS

TECMA TRUST
Low cost near shore manufacturing solution.

Tecma specializes in shelter services, logistics, joint
ventures, site selection, supply chain management,
and sub-contract and turnkey manufacturing.
With its convenient locations in Texas, Mexico
and California, this one-stop company lets
manufacturers achieve a competitive edge and
greater profits. It also helps them expand flexibility
and enables their development and improvement.
By creating Tecma’s digital identity, INCORE let
the company spread its reach and build long-lasting
relationships with clients. We aimed to present Tecma
as an innovative leader and information source on
manufacturing in Mexico.
We wanted people to entrust
Tecma and experience its
excellent services.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/TECMA

WORKS

TECMA TRUST
Low cost near shore manufacturing solution.

LOGOTYPE REFRESH
A unique logotype is vital in conveying a company’s
originality and heritage. Our goal was to illustrate
Tecma’s evolution and its modern and dynamic business
nature, without creating a brand new design.

PANTONE 7466

CASE STUDY:

PANTONE 303

TRUST

old logo

refreshed logo

PANTONE 165

PANTONE 426

WWW.INC.RE/TECMA

WORKS

TECMA TRUST
Low cost near shore manufacturing solution.

OBJECTIVE

SOLUTION

Reaching goals is never easy, but it’s achievable thanks to clearly set
objectives. When planning Tecma’s digital strategy, INCORE’s main
objective was to increase the number of leads generated via the company’s
website. To achieve this, we decided to present Tecma as a skilled and
trustworthy leader within the industry. We wanted to promote the
company as a reliable source of information on manufacturing in Mexico.

Practical solutions make all the difference in a business’ continuous success.
By skillfully executing Tecma’s online marketing strategy, INCORE
refreshed the corporation’s branding and its website’s key visuals and
functioning. We built the company’s online presence, promoting and
strengthening it along the way. This task hadn’t been done before to this
extent within the manufacturing industry. In addition, we created effective
content, one that conveyed the company’s business integrity, transparency
and responsibility. The new website content also highlighted Tecma’s
resourceful customer service and innovative solutions and services. We
helped the company to illustrate how logical and economical moving
manufacturing to Mexico can be for its clients. Moreover, thanks to our
online marketing efforts and social media support, we enabled Tecma’s
continuous expansion. Very importantly, we allowed the company to
establish authentic, long-lasting relationships with its clients, without
directly pushing people into buying its products and services.

Our goal was also to create an image of an innovative and modern
corporation, one that’s ready to adjust to the market. We wanted Tecma
to have a strong digital space and to be able to spread its brand’s greatness
with timely updates. Lastly, we wanted to establish and strengthen
connections between Tecma and its clients. This task poses challenges
because the sales cycle takes anywhere between 6 to 18 months, which is a
unique aspect of the manufacturing industry.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/TECMA

WORKS

TECMA TRUST
Low cost near shore manufacturing solution.

This website is not simply
an online brochure.
This is a Mexico manufacturing
destination information source.
ALAN RUSSEL - President and CEO

28

30

4500

Years In Business

Client Companies

Employees

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/TECMA

WORKS

COASTAL BABY RENTALS
Assists families visiting the Jersey Shore in their traveling endeavors.

Coastal Baby Rentals offers high-quality baby and
toddler renting equipment to assist families visiting
the Jersey Shore in their traveling endeavors. This
experience-inspired, mom-owned and operated
business continually broadens its horizons by
expanding its product line, partnering with in-trade
businesses, and helping families in need. Coastal Baby
Rentals guarantees safe and sanitary equipment and
accommodates various renting and delivery needs, thus
providing premium products and service and a worryfree vacation experience.
INCORE expanded Coastal Baby Rentals’ online reach,
by designing and developing a website, and enabling
online-ordering and label-printing options. INCORE
took Coastal Baby Rentals from being an offline
business to having a strong online presence.
Featured in:

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/CBR

WORKS

FREEDOM UNIFORMS
Comfortable and high-quality uniforms and workwear.

Freedom Uniforms provides comfortable and highquality uniforms and workwear. Founded in 2012 and
located in New Jersey, the company focuses mainly on
medical apparel and work clothing but partners with
UniPro Uniforms to also serve the police, EMT, military,
and security personnel. With years of experience,
Freedom Uniforms offers expertise, affordability and
customization. The company welcomes customers’
product ideas and provides fittings at their companies
to meet various needs. Freedom Uniforms expands
its horizons by continually adding manufacturers
and welcoming new employees and designers. The
company guarantees excellent customer service,
superior products, and efficient shipping.
INCORE created Freedom Warehouse’s visual identity
and introduced it to the digital world, thus opening a
new channel to success. The goal was to provide the
visitors with a picture of comfortable and customizable
uniforms and workwear. We wanted people to know
that their ideas matter and to imagine how simplified
and enhanced their work experience will be thanks to
Freedom Warehouse’s products.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/FREEDOMUNIFORMS

WORKS

FREEDOM UNIFORMS
Comfortable and high-quality uniforms and workwear.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/FREEDOMUNIFORMS

WORKS

WAR FOR THE WEB

Documentary about the Internet, privacy, security, and free speech.

When Wild Wild Web Production decided to create a
documentary about the Internet and how far behind the
United States has fallen in terms of technology, the team
knew a website would help the production stay on track
while also spreading the word about the production.
Since the production is still in its early stages, creating
an attractive and informative site is an important part
of helping the company obtain the funding needed
for the project. Given the topic of the film, just about
anyone should be interested in the film, as it will delve
deeply into the fact that the United States has not set up
the infrastructure necessary to offer the Internet to its
fullest capabilities.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/WFTW

WORKS

MARSIN DIGITAL
Professional photography and video production.

Run from New York and Connecticut, Marsin Digital
offers professional photography, digital design, and
video production services for fashion, business and
commercial use. Marsin, the company’s leader, skillfully
utilizes his modeling background, photography
expertise, and unlimited vision to deliver original work.
Not only was Marsin Digital awarded the Aeropostale
Canadian Launch Teamwork Award for its creativity
and innovation, but Marsin himself was featured in one
of Smirnoff’s ads that landed on the back cover of Aeon
Mens Magazine. Moreover, Marsin is the Creative/
Publication Director for Musée Magazine and the Arts
Committee’s board member for Lakewood High School
in New Jersey.
INCORE created Marsin Digital’s online presence,
opening its path to new possibilities. Our goal was
to form a new channel of communication for the
company to present its creative and innovative services.
By illustrating Marsin Digital’s artistry-filled and
expertise-driven work, we wanted the visitors to feel
the beauty of the company’s vision and to anticipate
the happiness and fulfillment of co-creating Martin’s
magical projects.

CASE STUDY:

Featured in:

WWW.INC.RE/MARSINDIGITAL

WORKS

MARSIN DIGITAL
Professional photography and video production.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/MARSINDIGITAL

WORKS

LANCE MANION
Independent, bold and unique writer.

Lance Manion is an independent, bold and unique
writer, who’s unapologetically ready to tackle any
topic. So far, he’s written Merciful Flush, Results May
Vary, The Ball Washer, Homo Sayswhaticus, and The
Trembling Fist. Lance’s books are collections of funny,
personal, graphic, sometimes offensive, and often
shocking blogs and stories that shed some interesting
light on various aspects of life. Lance aspires to be a
thought-provoking and inspiration-building catalyst.
INCORE opened Lance’s communication door to the
digital world. Our goal was to establish his online
presence and enable him to promote his daring and
distinctive writing. We created an ideal place for
anyone who likes to think and explore outside the box,
an environment enabling his readers to release their
own unique ideas.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/LANCEMANION

WORKS

THE JERALD DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Exquisite-quality houses and communities.

The Jerald Development Group build exquisitequality houses and communities. Established in 1992,
the company delivers spectacular designs, superb
materials, and revolutionary technology. To ensure
excellent service, T.J.D.G works with and studies
township communities, facilities and demographics.
Its innovation, sophistication and versatility have
brought the company ongoing success, high regard, and
multiple awards. By making quality building and client
satisfaction its priority.

INCORE spread The Jerald Development Group’s
trendsetting services to the online community.
We strived to illustrate the style, sophistication
and effectiveness of the company’s revolutionary
construction work. Our goal was to make people feel
the surrounding elegance, warmth and functionality
of a need-fulfilling and lifestyle-suiting home and to
entrust T.J.D.G. with their projects.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/TJDG

WORKS

KWAHUMAN ASSOCIATION
Non-profit promoting education, healthcare, and loving attitude.

Kwahuman
Association
promotes
education,
healthcare, and loving attitude. It serves its members,
the public in New Jersey, and the people in the Kwahu
Traditional Areas in Ghana, West Africa. This nonprofit organization ensures proper education and
academic opportunities for primary, middle, and
high school students. Kwahuman Association also
works with healthcare institutions to provide health
education, affordable care, and preventative measures
to its communities. The organization emphasizes the
importance of all-around love and helps to advance
people’s personal and professional growth.
INCORE enabled Kwahuman Association’s great work
to shine on the Internet. We wanted to illustrate how
the organization supports its communities and allows
individuals to succeed in life. Our aim was to let the
supporters feel the organization’s warm-hearted
dedication and to encourage them to be a part of this
cause by donating online.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/KWAHUMANNJ

WORKS

JARVIS DIRECT MAIL
Specializes in providing top-notch direct mail marketing services.

Located in New Jersey, Jarvis Direct Mail specializes
in providing top-notch direct mail marketing services.
Thanks to its secure, well-equipped, and multi-purpose
facility, the company handles the whole mailing process
for its customers. Jarvis not only prints letters, postcards
and labels, but it also prepares packages, shrink-wraps
items, and mails them. The company’s dedication,
expertise, and industry connections enable it to tackle
any order in a reliable and professional manner. With
more than 35 years of experience, Jarvis guarantees
reasonable prices, timely processing, and customer
satisfaction.
INCORE created Jarvis’s online presence, launching its
search engine existence and securing its long-lasting
impression. Our goal was to illustrate the company’s
reliability, versatility and authority. We wanted
people to see how Jarvis’s superior services can help
them convey their business image, thus to entrust
the company with handling each step of their mailing
process.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/JARVIS

WORKS

SENIOR SOURCE WEB
Publishing and advertising to adult communities.

Senior Source Web provides resources, publishing
and advertising services, as well as news and events
information to adult community residents. In addition
to being a great digital meeting spot, this company
focuses on marketing programs, resident directory, and
printing and copying services. Senior Source Web also
specializes in publishing community newsletters and
website information, thus improving communication
within the groups. The company tailors its resources and
services to any community’s needs and requirements.
INCORE extended Senior Source Web’s community
reach and advertising platform to the online world.
We aimed to present this company as a full-service
hub for communities to stay connected and informed.
We wanted people to sense the company’s welcoming
attitude and to take advantage of its services and
resources.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/SSW

WORKS

J. C. C. BRUECKNER
Editor, Producer, and Director.

J. C. Cameron Brueckner is an editor, producer
and director, who co-created a variety of projects.
He produced and directed educational short
series (Vineyard Voices) as well as managed and
conformed TV shows (Pokémon) and feature films
(Smash His Camera). He contributed to commercials
and short films (The Clerk’s Tale) and served as
the Post-Production Supervisor for Forgetting the
Girl. Cameron now works for Cloak and Dagger
Productions, LLC. He’s producing a feature narrative
(Dark Jungle) and is directing and producing his first
movie (War for the Web), which he’s been able to
promote online thanks to INCORE’s help.
INCORE allowed J. C. Cameron Brueckner’s artistic
skills to shine in the digital world. Our aim was to
open a new communication channel, one that showed
off his services and established his online presence.
We wanted people to experience Cameron’s visual
aesthetics and become immersed in his sensationsand feelings-exploring productions.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/JCBRUECKNER

WORKS

TOUGH CONSTRUCTION
Home improvements for the residents of all New Jersey counties.

Tough Construction offers high-quality home
improvement services to the residents of all New Jersey
counties. The company specializes in repairing and
installing windows, doors, roofing, siding, gutters, and
decks, among others. Tough Construction’s expectationmeeting services increase the worth of its clients’ houses
and also improve their look and utilization. Thanks to
its outstanding dedication, expertise and materials, the
company guarantees professionalism, customization
and satisfaction.
INCORE created and advanced Tough Construction’s
digital presence. Our goal was to depict the skillful ways
the company uses to transform any house into a dream
home. We wished for people to imagine the security,
coziness and beauty of their newly remodeled home,
thus let Tough Construction assist them in fulfilling
these hopes and dreams.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/TC

WORKS

CONCURRENCY
Real Microsoft expertise. Real business value

Since its founding in 1989, Concurrency
has been proficiently guiding companies in
strategizing and utilizing the best productivityboosting IT solutions. Thanks to its broad
knowledge in core Microsoft platforms,
Concurrency received multiple Microsoft
Partner of the Year awards.

CASE STUDY:

This distinction made INCORE, which has been
working closely with Concurrency, a proud part
of the success. The close collaboration helped
shine a bright light on Concurrency’s online
presence. We aimed to meet the company’s
business needs and enable its growth in the
digital world.

Microsoft
Partner
of The Year

2013 Fastest
Growing Firms
by Business Journal

WWW.INC.RE/CNCY

WORKS

CONCURRENCY
Real Microsoft expertise. Real business value

COMMUNICATION
IT Professionals and Business Professionals
have different business backgrounds. Balancing
communication between these groups may be
challenging. However, it’s possible.

IT Proffesionals

Business
Proffesionals

CASE STUDY:

INCORE addressed these two audience types by
developing common language that delivers a clear
message to all of them, thus merging both groups’
communication.

WWW.INC.RE/CNCY

WORKS

CONCURRENCY
Real Microsoft expertise. Real business value.

SOLUTION FINDER
Solution Finder allows visitors to find
solutions that Concurrency offers.
Users can search by Solution Category,
such as Performance Management;
Department, for instance Finance &
Administration; and Industry, like
Financial Services. The search generates
a specific number of results, real-life
examples, retrieved from Concurrency’s
database.
INCORE created this tool for the users’
and Concurrency’s advantage. We
wanted to empower the clients to find
solutions based on their needs.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/CNCY

WORKS

CONCURRENCY
Real Microsoft expertise. Real business value.

CASE STUDY:

WWW.INC.RE/CNCY

WORKS

CONCURENCY
Real Microsoft expertise. Real business value.

INCORE integrated seamlessly into
the team we assembled and helped
steer the project to successful
completion. Their subject matter
expertise together with their
practical engagement style helped
us recognize significant inbound
marketing value—quickly.
JAMES SAVAGE - President
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WORKS

ROCK YOUR IT CAREER
by Concurrency

Concurrency
offers
productivity-expanding
solutions for businesses and opens professionboosting doors for employees. Thanks to its
broad expertise, the company skillfully guides its
clients on strategizing and using cutting-edge and
problem-solving methods to transform their costly
IT, HR, and other departments into tactical forces.
Also, with its versatile and career-expanding job
opportunities, Concurrency optimizes individuals’
Microsoft-focused professional goals.
INCORE’s collaboration with IWW boosted
Concurrency’s online appeal, grabbing potential
employees’ attention. We aimed to present the
company as a modern and dynamic employer that
has the force to change lives. With this website,
we illustrated the Concurrency’s welcoming,
educational, and employee-thriving environment.

CASE STUDY:
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WORKS

ROCK YOUR IT CAREER
by Concurrency

SECTION YOU
Concurrency is an expert in optimizing Microsoft careers. The company
enables people to absorb its broad expertise, while opening many doors to
new professional possibilities.
INCORE’s goal in this section was to demonstrate that Concurrency can
advance people’s careers, regardless of their IT level or Microsoft knowledge.

As a Microsoft Partner of the Year Concurrency attracts
real people with a real passion for technology and helps
them develop career in Microsoft technologies.

CASE STUDY:
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WORKS

ROCK YOUR IT CAREER
by Concurrency

SECTION US
Concurrency’s extensive understanding of the
industry and its knowledge of the Microsoft
platforms lets it guide organizations to improve
their cost effectiveness, strategic functioning,
and work process. The company focuses on
Infrastructure, Business Productivity, and
Relationship Management. This structure allows
its consultants to deepen their area expertise and
expand their career aspirations. Concurrency’s

Careers

CASE STUDY:

clients appreciate its approach and solutions,
while its consultants value its knowledge base,
corporate structure, and positive client relations.

Infrastructure

With this in mind, INCORE aimed to show
here that this teamwork-oriented and clientcentered company is an excellent, educated and
trustworthy career-boosting employer.

Business
Productivity

Relationship
Managment

Other Roles

WWW.INC.RE/RYMC

WORKS

CAREGIVER VOLUNTEERS
OF CENTRAL JERSEY
As a 501 C3 non-profit organization, Caregiver Volunteers
of Central Jersey has been offering free senior citizen care
and volunteer opportunity for 20 years. The company’s
services include medical transportation, grocery shopping,
friendly visits, and respite care, as well as caregiver kids,
multi-cultural, Alzheimer’s respite, and caregiver’s canine
programs. By putting care, people and service first, CVCJ
positively impacts the lives of many seniors and volunteers.

INCORE spread Caregiver Volunteers of Central Jersey’s
mission and digital outreach. Our objective was to show
CVCJ as a trustworthy organization, one that truly cares
about the older generation and seeks individuals with
similar values wanting to give back to the community. We
wanted people to experience the warmth and dedication of
this organization and to become a part of it.

CASE STUDY:
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WORKS

CAREGIVER VOLUNTEERS
OF CENTRAL JERSEY
SECTION US
Thanks to people’s monetary and hands-on support, Caregiver Volunteers of
Central Jersey continues to spread its wonderful message and serve the older
generation. Individuals can help by sharing their time, skill and joy or by donating
money, fundraising, and shopping at listed stores.
When creating the website, INCORE’s goal was to show that people do make a
difference and to encourage all readers to explore the website, open their hearts, and
join the mission.

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteer Report Form allows volunteers to detail their services and provide
feedback. It also enables Caregiver Volunteers of Central Jersey to gather data for
its recording purposes.
INCORE created this tool to help CVCJ collect all reports and save time, and to
make it more convenient for both volunteers and the organization, thus improving
CVCJ’s efficiency.
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EMAIL:

HELLO@INCORE.COM

PHONE:

(732) 654-0004

FAX:

(732) 654-0014

www.incore.com

We would love you to be
our next success story.
Let’s make it happen!
linkedin.com/IncoreAgency

twitter.com/IncoreAgency

INCORE, LLC
990 CEDAR BRIDGE AVE
SUITE B7-167
BRICK, NJ 08723

